Along this 274m stretch of path, there is a 12 second sound snippet of a Paiute Game Song being recreated using each pipe as a note. Depending on the speed that someone travels through this space, they will hear the song in a tempo that matches their pace due to the precise spacing of each pipe. With this in mind, travelling at 19 kph (e.g., on a bicycle) would recreate the exact song for an individual, which is also linked to listen to in the QR Code to the left.

Each wind pipe has a set of tiny perforations on either side in order to aim the sound in the direction of the bypassers, as well as help release the wind passing through. Because of this, individuals will only be able to hear the sound of a pipe nearest to them while every other pipe will be nearly silent, as to not pollute the ear. Following the set pathway in between each wind pipe will give the listener the optimal experience of hearing the Paiute game song, varying their travel speed as they please.